UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
Department of Mathematics
Annual Awards Ceremony
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April 21, 2014
3:30 PM

WELCOME
Dr. Stuart Sidney, Professor Emeritus
Department of Mathematics

OPENING REMARKS
Dr. Jeremy Teitelbaum, Dean
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

CALCULUS COMPETITION
First Overall
Scott Norton
Second Overall
Robert Kao
First Intermediate (tie), Honorable Mention Overall
Patrick Adams
Janyu Bhatt
Honorable Mention Overall
Jia Wu
Elizabeth Tripp
Isaac Packtor

PI MU EPSILON INITIATES
Nicholas Cavanna
Lilian Cheung
Ian Dardik
Dmitri Friedenberg
Matthew Gentile
Maxwell Margenot
Jason Marsh
John Pawlina
Anthony Renzullo
Nikhil Shah
Philip Welford

BERNARD SIPPIN ’52 SCHOLARSHIP
Ryan Gallagher
Amanda Groccia

CIGNA AWARD
Outstanding Actuarial Science Major
Philip Welford

CONNIE STRANGE GRADUATE COMMUNITY AWARD
Jonathan Judge
Daniel Kelleher

THE LOUIS J. DELUCA MEMORIAL AWARD
Outstanding Teaching Assistant
Catherine Maloney
David Miller

MICHAEL NEUMANN DISSERTATION AWARD
Mingfeng Zhao

WILLIAM LOWELL PUTNAM COMPETITION
Good Performance
Junyu Cao

CALCULUS COMPETITION
First Overall
Scott Norton
Second Overall
Robert Kao
First Intermediate (tie), Honorable Mention Overall
Patrick Adams
Janyu Bhatt
Honorable Mention Overall
Jia Wu
Elizabeth Tripp
Isaac Packtor

THE LOUIS J. DELUCA MEMORIAL AWARD
Dr. James Propp
University of Massachusetts, Lowell
“Math, Magic, and Mystery”